
Using Facebook to Market your Custom Framing Business 

 We have created this guide for custom framers as a reference for creating and maintaining a 

Facebook (FB) page. My framing business, Framing Concepts, uses an FB business page as part of its      

e-marketing mix.  

E-marketing combines the use of your company website, email campaign program and social 

media. FB is a part of the social media platform. I like to picture e-marketing as a three legged stool. All 

three legs support the stool in a different way and each one reinforces the other. By reinforcement, I 

mean that the more types of e-marketing you use, the stronger each leg of your marketing becomes. 

The key however, is to understand what makes each leg effective. 

 

 

Your website is one leg of the stool and it serves to inform and act as a window to your business. 

As with all e-marketing, your website is only effective if it focuses on your clients; not on your business. 

Since consumers today decide what content is worthy of their time, a key component is creating content 

that your clients will want to read.  

The second leg of the stool is your e-mail campaign program. The one you build though 

subscription sign-ups on your website and when you serve clients during a gallery visit. Emails take the 

form of newsletters, auto-responders, reminders and event notices. The correct content here is also 

very client-focused. 

The third leg of the e-marketing stool is the social media that you use to market to clients. Social 

media includes blogs, FB, Twitter, Instagram etc… to reach your clients on a more frequent and personal 

level.  

Each leg of the e-marketing stool serves a different purpose. Social marketing methods are some 

of the most difficult to grasp for those who learned to market their business using traditional marketing 

methods. Traditional marketing taught us to blast out how great we were and why our businesses 

deserved your patronage.  That approach is quickly tuned out today. You will not attract clients to your 
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e-marketing efforts by talking about yourself. This is especially true for social media. To build 

relationships with social media you must be very subtle in your approach.  

FB dialog is one of contributing to the conversation, to your client’s knowledge, and showing a 

more personal side of your company. Your role is more of a facilitator and a resource than a marketer. 

This is why so many retailers struggle with FB; they don't have the patience or long-term outlook for this 

media. FB, like all social media is an opportunity to make and develop relationships, the idea being that 

eventually those relationships will translate into a positive image for your company and can then lead to 

business opportunities.  

This type of media is free, but it isn’t fast. It requires a full understanding of what you are trying 

to accomplish and a commitment to contribute in an ongoing and meaningful way. Contributions take 

research and thought, but when done correctly, they can open doors that would not have been available 

to you before.  This guide will help you understand the opportunity of FB and also give insight into the 

strategies behind proper contributions, explaining in detail how you can set up and maintain your FB 

page.  

Finally, many framers ask me if they should have a FB page. My answer is always yes- but only 

after I explain that all e-marketing is only effective when we understand how to use it and when we 

combine the different legs to support each other. The reason I always answer yes is because of the 

nature of our industry. We are one of very few types of businesses that make everyone happy with 

every project we produce. This is a huge advantage for building relationships- it’s very easy to like 

businesses that make you happy.  

Since it’s easier for us to make relationships, all aspects of e-marketing are perfect for our 

industry. Why? Because the new age of marketing is based on building relationships! The future is bright 

for custom framers and every aspect of e-marketing because it will allow us to deepen the relationships 

we so easily create and it will give us access to many others who have never understood the benefits of 

working with a custom framer.  

 

  



Basic Strategy for Facebook Marketing 

There are two basic kinds of marketing - Hard and Soft.  ‘Hard’ marketing is any campaign you 

use to trumpet the value of your brand, any hard push you take to get clientele in the door; a television 

ad, a billboard on the highway, shaking hands and passing out cards at an event; these are types of hard 

marketing.  An easy way to determine if a campaign is hard marketing would be anything that finishes 

this sentence - “You need to use my business because _________.”  ‘Soft’ marketing is the exact 

opposite.  It is a persuasive and quiet discussion, a slow repetition of fact to someone until they are 

convinced.  For Soft marketing, our sentence changes to, “You should use my business because 

_________.”  Social media, including FB can be used either way, however, if you want to build a 

following and not alienate your audience, the soft approach pays off better in the long run. 

Social media users today are looking for people who provide valuable content.  If the only thing 

posted to your FB account is the latest greatest sale you are having, it annoys users and causes them to 

tune out.  The idea is to become a resource and build devoted fans that use your resource and are 

receptive to marketing.  This is the core of Soft marketing on FB; it is how you build a following.  People 

like your page, follow you, their friends find out about you and your network grows organically.  This 

builds a stronger clientele than just trumpeting your message. 

Valuable content. What does that mean? How do you make your page a resource to your 

followers?  Here are a few guidelines on posting. 

1. Be on-topic.  You are a framing company, so posting recipes, jokes or other things that have 

nothing to do with your business will do you no good.   

2. Post things that feed into your business.  If people don’t have art to buy, or ideas about how to 

use framing in their homes, they might not be stopping in to see you anytime soon.  Not only 

can discussing these sorts of things on FB bring new people in, it can plant seeds for current 

clients as well who are looking for a great new print or something to do with that bare wall in 

their home.  Your current clients are more likely to trust you, and become an enthusiastic 

cheerleader in your favor online.   

3. Check links before you post them.  Before you post a link to some amazing new website, take a 

moment to look at it.  Is there objectionable content on it that might offend your clientele?  If 

it’s an art resource, do they offer framing as well?  There are a lot of things to consider, and it is 

always better to double check before you post than to have a problem after you post.   

4. Share your knowledge.  Finally, and I think most importantly, the sharing of knowledge.  The 

major social media demographic looks toward knowledge as something that should be free to 

everyone.  Tell people things that you know, and they will appreciate the knowledge gained. 

Just because Hard marketing doesn’t work with FB, that doesn’t mean you cannot say anything 

about your brand.  In fact, if you never tell people anything about yourself, no one can ever get 

interested in your brand.  I like to use the ‘80/20’ approach.  On your Business Fan Page, you should be 

providing content and information that doesn’t have a direct tie to you 80% of the time.  The remaining 

20% should be spent talking about your company.  Need some ideas?  Talk about the new frames you 



just got in, share a human interest story about your shop, show an amazing design that just went home 

to a happy client.  Just remember, this isn’t about fighting for clients, it is about showing people who 

you are, and why that makes you better than the competition. 

FB pays off in the long run because of the direct interaction you can have with people who have 

never been in a frame shop before, and the strong bond you can build with your existing clientele.  FB 

makes you more accessible and gives you a human face.  While walking in the door may be intimidating 

to people, interacting on FB is a much less daunting task.  People can feel free to ask questions, and 

seeing that they get prompt, and good answers, feel much more confident in walking through your front 

door.  It is also a very public way of showing how you deal with clients.  Treating people well never did 

anyone’s business harm. 

In conclusion, FB takes time, but it builds stronger clients out of both your existing list, and 

people new to the world of framing.  When used right, it is the key to a very strong brand of goodwill for 

your company.  



How to Set Up Facebook for your Business 

Creating an Account 

In order to have a presence on FB it is first necessary to have 2 things - a profile page and a business 

page.  FB’s rules are very clear about the difference between the two.  A profile is a personal page about 

you.  It is not to be used for business purposes, and if it is, FB reserves the right to suspend your 

account.  If you need to review the FB terms of service, you can find them online 

(http://www.facebook.com/terms.php).  A business page is the page that you can use to promote your 

business.  Those pages have rules as well, and while I will touch on some of them, I encourage you to 

review them (http://www.facebook.com/page_guidelines.php). 

Now that we have those definitions out of the way, the first thing most people ask is, “Why do I have to 

have a profile page?”  The reason is that FB needs to track who is controlling a page in order to apply the 

rules to everybody.  Because of this, there has to be at least 1 person with a profile that is authorized to 

run, or administrate, the business page.  There can be more than 1 page administrator, but there must 

be at least one.  If you don’t already have a profile, and have no interest in being on FB, that is fine – you 

can set up a blank profile that is private to everyone else and still use it to run your business page. 

If you do not already have a profile on FB, here are the steps to creating one. If you do have an FB 

profile, skip steps 1 through 7. 

1. Go to www.facebook.com, enter the requested information and click the Sign Up 

button. 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/terms.php
http://www.facebook.com/page_guidelines.php
http://www.facebook.com/


2. For the security check, enter the 2 words with no capitals separated by a space, and click the 

Sign Up button. 

3. FB will send you a confirmation email.  It is very important that you get this email and follow the 

link it contains.  FB gives only limited access to users with unconfirmed emails, and deletes their 

accounts if still unconfirmed after 3 days. 

 

4. Once you confirm your account, FB will send you another email.  You can click on the Get 

Started button it contains and that takes you to the login page.  Use the email and password for 

the account you just set up to login. 
 

 



At this point, you can set up your personal account however you would like.  If you wish to set your 

profile so that it is completely private, here are the steps to do that. 

5. Click the drop-down arrow next to the Home button on the menu. 
 

 

Under default Privacy Settings, click the button under the gear labeled Custom. 

 

6. Click on the Edit Settings button next to How You Connect. 

 

7. Change each setting to the most restrictive possible (either Friends only, or Only You.) 

  



Setting up a Business Page 

Now that you have an account, you will be able to set up a Business page.   I will start with the basics, 

and then outline a few things you can easily do to customize your business page. 

1. Go to www.Facebook.com/pages and click the ‘Create Page’ button. 

 

2. Click a category – ‘Local Business or Place’. 

 

3. Enter the information requested and check the box agreeing with the terms and conditions.  If 

you need to review these, refer to the link at the beginning of this tutorial.  Click Get Started to 

continue, and enter the security code. 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/pages


Just like that, you have your own business page, however in order to make it useful, it needs to be 

fleshed out a little bit so that people can find it.  In order to help you with that, FB will guide you through 

a couple of different steps. 

1.  The first step is adding a profile picture – 180x180 pixels works best.  If you have an image that 

represents your company, use that.  Or you can use a company logo, photo of the store front, or 

other image that makes it clear it is your page.  Important – only use photos and images that 

belong to you and your company! 

 

There are 2 options for uploading a profile picture, Upload an Image from Computer and 

Import a Photo from Website.  We will walk through the first one. 

a. Click Upload from Computer 

 

 

b. Locate the image you are going to use on the computer, select it and click Open.  If you 

wait a few moments, the image will appear on the screen.  Once this happens, click Next 

to move on to the next step. 

 

  



2. Next, FB wants you to enter some more information about your business to make it easier for 

people to find your page.  Put a few sentences about who you are and what you do in the main 

box, be sure to keep your description simple since there is a limit to how much you can type.  

Then, put your company’s web address beginning with http:// in the bottom box. 

Click Save Info to finish and be taken to your new business page! 

 

Now FB will walk you through the main parts of your ‘Timeline’.  A timeline is the main part of your 

page.  It is the first thing clients will see when they visit your page.  It is exactly what it sounds like – a 

timeline of all your posts. 

1. First things first, FB will ask you to ‘like’ your page.  Likes are important because they are the 

main way that the information you 

share on your page gets 

disseminated to other people.  

When someone likes your page, 

your posts get included on the 

pages of people who have liked 

you.  Then they can see and be 

reminded of you, as well as all of 

their friends.  Click the Like button 

to continue. 

 



Next, FB will show you how to invite your FB friends and your email contacts to like your page.  You can 

do this later – but definitely do it! And 

don’t forget to invite business contacts, 

and share your page with your FB 

friends.  For now, just click the Next 

button both times. 

  

 

 

 

Note: Once someone has become a fan, 
send them a message – you can write a 
pre-standard message, for example 

“Thanks so much, we’re glad you like 
us!” 

If you add yourself to this page, be sure 
your personal page is set up to be viewed 
only by friends. Check your settings; keep 
friends & business separate. 

 

 

2. Finally, FB will show you your content adding/posting tool.  We will go over that in a little bit.  

Click Post on your Wall to continue. 
 

 
 

 

 

 



The last thing that is essential to setting up a business page will be filling out all the information you can 

on your business information page.  This is important because that information is how people will find 

your page in order to like it, and interact with your company.  Here are the steps for doing that. 

1.  Scroll to the very top of your 

timeline screen.  The top section 

of this screen is called the Admin 

Panel, and only you can see it.  

From the Admin Panel, click the 

Manage dropdown in the top 

right corner, and select the Edit 

Page option. 

 

 

 

2. Click the Basic Information tab on the left hand 

side of the page. Fill out   as much of the information on 

that page as you can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Using a Business Page 

Log into FB by going to www.Facebook.com , entering your email and password in the login boxes, and 

clicking Login.     

 

When you log into FB, you are taken to your profile page.  This is not where you need to be in order to 

use your business page.   To use your business page, you will need to switch from your personal account 

(profile) to your business page account.  To switch, follow these steps: 

1.  Click the Dropdown Button on the top right side of the page.  

 

2. Click the option that has the name of your page. 

Now you are logged in to your business page and you can post as your company.  Your Timeline is the 

main interaction you will have with fans of your page, there you will be able to post content, and receive 

and respond to comments from fans of the page.  Here is how that is done. 

  

http://www.facebook.com/


Beneath your profile image, you will see the Status Bar.  These are your posting options for 

communicating with fans.  I will go through the 3 main kinds of posts from left to right. 

 

Status – Status is a text only message that is posted to the timeline.  To post a status, click the Status 

button, type your message in the box, and click Post to add it to your page.  Your fans will be able to see 

this message and respond to it with comments, or by sharing it with their friends. 

 

Using status, you can also post a link to your page.  To do that, copy & paste the entire Website 

URL into the Status Box, including the http:// part.  In a couple of seconds, and the link will be 

added. 

 

 

As soon as the link shows up at the 

bottom, you can delete the Website 

URL from the Status Box and add your 

own description of the link.  Click Post 

to add this link to your Timeline. 

 

 

 



Photo – Use this option to share photographs or images and a short caption.  To post a photo, click the 

Photo button, and then click the Upload From My Computer option.  Select the image you want to 

upload, type in any caption you want to add, and click Post to finish and upload. 

    

 

Milestones – Use them! They are a way to add some history and interest to your timeline.  To add a 

milestone, you have to first add when your business started – this sets the beginning of your timeline, 

and it also shows you how to work this kind of post. 

To add your first Milestone, click the Milestone button on your status bar. 

 

This will bring up a box letting you know that you have to add the date your business began 

before you can add any other Milestones.  Use the Date Boxes to add this date, and click Save to 

continue. 

 

This will appear chronologically in your Timeline.  So if you posted 4 times today, and then a 

founding date of 3 years ago, the founding date will appear at the bottom of the timeline.  Use 

this for great events – like when you opened your second store, or when you got a new logo.  

Have fun with it! 

  



Cover Photo 

The FB page format includes your profile pic and an additional ‘cover photo’. While the profile pic is a 

square icon visible at the top left and by your posts, the cover photo is a large panoramic that stretches 

over the top of your page.  The actual dimensions of this space are 851 x 315 pixels; however, FB will let 

you choose where to crop any photo you upload.  

At the right side of your screen you will see an ‘add cover photo’ 

button. Click it, and add an awesome attention-getting photo. 

It is best to change the cover photo about 4 times a year. Keep it 

fresh.  

Note that the cover photo cannot be used for promotional purposes, 

nor should it be primarily text-based. It can not contain any of the 

following:  

 Price or purchase information, such as ‘40% off’ or ‘Download it at our website’ slogans 

 Contact information, such as web address, email, mailing address or other information intended 
for your page's ‘About’ section 

 References to user interface elements, such as Like or Share, or any other FB site features 

 Calls to action, such as ‘Get it Now’ or ‘Tell your Friends’ 
 

You can either choose a photo you have already uploaded or one 

that is on your computer. Follow the directions above on how to 

proceed. 

FB will show you what your selected photo looks like in the space 

provided. You can drag the image around to pick which section 

of picture you want to be seen. Click the blue ‘Save Changes’ 

button at the bottom right and view your finished cover photo. 

Logging Out 

Finally, when you are done working on FB, don’t forget to log out.  Never leave your account logged in 

on a computer when you are not using it – this gives anyone who comes by the opportunity to post on 

FB as though they were you.  Avoid the risk, and make sure to log out.  To log out, follow these steps: 

1.  Click the dropdown Arrow at the top right side of 

the page. 

2. Click the Log Out option. 

 

  



Basic Maintenance of your Business Page 

Now it’s time to talk about what you will need to do to keep your business page running smoothly.  First 

we will talk about working with the general public. 

Anyone can comment on the posts that appear on 

your business page.  It is a great thing to have fans 

that interact with your page; it makes you more 

visible and helps to spread awareness of your 

business virally, and is a major factor in making your 

business page pay off.  However, knowing how to 

moderate comments is one of the most important 

skills to managing your page. 

I encourage you to always try to have a dialogue 

with the fans who are unhappy or posting 

comments you would rather they don’t. This gives 

you a chance to show the world how you handle 

situations, and it gives you the opportunity to deal 

with whatever issues the offending poster might 

have.  However, sometimes people post things just 

to be mean, or they actively spend time trolling 

your page.  People like this need to be dealt with 

accordingly: FB gives    you the tools to do that.   

 

When someone posts a comment to your Page that you don’t want shown, using your mouse, hover 

over the comment - you will 

see a tiny X button to the 

right of the comment.  

Clicking X, gives you the 

opportunity to moderate the 

comment.  There are 3 

options on the moderation 

menu – Delete Comment, 

Hide Post and Report as 

Abuse. 

 

 



The primary tool in this menu is Delete Comment.  Clicking on this pops up a dialogue box asking you if 

you want to delete the comment.  There are three different options; Delete, Delete and Ban User and 

Cancel. 

 

Delete – This removes only the comment you clicked on.  The deleted comment disappears from your 

page, as well as anywhere else that it appeared.  The offending commenter will still be able to comment 

on and interact with your page; however, that person will not be notified that the comment was 

deleted. 

Delete and Ban User – Clicking this button removes the comment, and it also relieves the offending 

commenter of their ability to interact with your page in any way.  They won’t be able to comment on 

your page at all, and again, will not be notified of this. 

Cancel – Clicking this button takes you back to your Page without doing anything to the comment, or the 

commenter. 

The other group of people you need to work with are the people who work for your company.  If you are 

going to allow employees to post on your Page, there needs to be a set of guidelines.  Be sure to set 

clear boundaries about appropriate content and language to be posted on your Page.  If you already 

have a set of guidelines for a website, that is a good place to start. 

 

  



Ok. Everything is Set up – Now what? 
Of course, there are many questions now. How often should I post? What should I post? What makes an 
effective post? How can I tell if the posts are working?   

For the most part, it is trial & error. Think of it as a fun experiment – you try something – see how it 
works; what response you get – then do it again with a few changes – or not, if it worked well. Let’s 
break it down. 
 

How Often?  
FB works on algorithms, (AL-go-rhythms) meaning it analyzes your page, and reacts accordingly. So, 
there is a vast difference if you post daily or monthly, as to whether fans are going to see it or not. 
Post a minimum of once a day.  
 

 

What Should I Post?  
 Generally speaking photos & videos will be higher ranked with FB; links are 2nd and comments 

rank 3rd. And the more you can get your fans to comment on your posts, the higher the rank.  
 The photos and videos need to be self-explanatory; don’t make fans wonder what they are 

looking at.  
 Encourage fans to comment! Some examples would be – Ask questions, Contests, Finish this 

sentence … Begin a discussion, Take a poll … Get the conversation going! Hint – studies show 
that fan engagement is best on Thursday & Friday. 

 Post what is relevant to your business, here are some suggestions for the framing industry:  New 
mouldings - Clients projects & their story - Well-designed or unusual framing projects – 
Promotions – Events, Happenings in town 

 FYI - Ask if you plan on ‘tagging’ a client. It is best to have a form for them to sign stating that it 
is ok with them. 
 

 

What Makes an Effective Post?  
 Keep it positive! People really don’t want their day brought down a negative post.  
 Limit your post to 80 characters or less; people scan the various posts and land on the ones that 

look interesting enough to give a second look.  
 Make it personal – self-reference; use “I…” Also, use action words - verbs & adverbs.  
 Ask fans to share your posts – ‘Be entered for a drawing if you share…’  
 What time you post – this will vary based on a number of things, but think of it in terms of when 

people will have time to scan FB. Lunchtime? Waiting for the kids to get out of school? After 
dinner? Studies show generally 12-1pm, 3pm and 7-9pm are best for positive results on FB. 
 

 

What Makes an Ineffective Post?  
 Time delay – Don’t post once in a while – you should be frequent and consistent. Posting 

frequency directly affects the business page’s visibility on FB, so update regularly. 
 For the most part, weekdays are not as strong as weekends for people reading your posts.  
 Keep it clean! No bad words and No spam or anything that resembles it. 
 Don’t try to sell – you will be penalized. If you want to sell, looks into ad space on FB. 

 

  



How Do I Know if the Posts are Reaching People? 
FB will email you a ‘Weekly Page Update’, or an Insight page. This is your report card for FB. You will 

see in graph form how your page is performing. It compares activity week-to-week. The information it 
provides is: 

 Page Visits - how many people went to your page, whether they ‘like’ you or not.  
 Total Reach - how many people saw your posts, fans & non-fans.  
 People Engaged – how many people clicked, liked, commented or shared posts. 
 Total Page Likes - any more ‘likes’ this week? 

From that information, you can see which posts performed, showing you what your fans want. 
Tweak your plan based on this information, and soon you will have a successful FB business page. 

 
  

How to Get it Done 
 Create a plan, it doesn’t need to be specific, just general thoughts & ideas – remember, it is 

a work in progress.  See ‘Schedule Example’ below 
 Assign a person (yourself? employee?) to be responsible for posting. Review with them so 

that you are on the same ‘page’. Pun intended! 
 Schedule it. Do they (or you) have a specific time of day to post on FB? Here’s a thought – 

You can put your week’s posts in all at once, then schedule them to go out at a specific day 
and time. Here’s how to do that: Instead of clicking ‘post or publish’ – use drop down arrow 
and click ‘schedule’. From that you can choose day and time. 

 

Schedule Example 
Mon Start the week off with a feel-good … An inspirational quote? A funny picture? It helps if 

it pertains to art & framing. 
 Monthly or weekly promotion 
Tue  Newsletter teaser w/ link & tagline to sign up for your newsletter. 

Staff story - employee attending / exhibiting in an art show, framer working, employee 
getting married / having a baby / vacation… 
Contests - Vote on framing designs (this works well if you have ‘see it before you frame 
it’ software) 
Donations, Awards & Accolades / community events you are involved with 

Wed Local Happenings - Art Fairs, Fireworks …  
Design tips, Hanging tips, Trend Color tips …  
Art to buy - Your gallery’s art / POD companies that you are affiliated with / local artists 

Thur New moulding w/ ideas on how to use–link to Larson-Juhl’s ‘You Tube’ channel 
Before & After - Home Installations / Pic of art in old frame & new frame 
Topical – What is the holiday of the month? 
Take a poll / Ask a question - Get a conversation going; encourage opinions - i.e.: What 
is your favorite style of art? (Multiple choice, show example, let fans vote) 

Fri  Show a completed project - describe story and/or design 
Sat  Articles relating to art & framing / employee blogs 

Fun things that happened - favorite client? 
Sun  Keep it fun & light - Link to your Pinterest or Instagram page   


